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This divergence theorem of a triangular integral demands the antisymmetric symbol
to derive the inner product of the nabla and a vector. Replacing a cuboid (a
rectangular solid) by a tetrahedron (a triangular pyramid) as the ﬁnite volume
element, a single limit is only demanded for triple sums in our theory of a triple
integral. The divergence theorem of a triangular integral is derived by substituting the
total diﬀerentials into our new method of a triangular integral. We thus infer that our
new method of a triangular integral must be the inverse operation of the total
diﬀerential.
1 Introduction
Suppose there are three partially diﬀerentiable functions X = X(x, y, z), Y = Y (x, y, z) and
Z = Z(x, y, z) of the three variables x, y and z in the D space. The divergence theorem in
the D space is conventionally formulated as
—
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Z(xi, yj, zl)xiyj, (.)
where the increments xi, yj and zl are respectively introduced as xi ≡ xi – xi–,
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where the partial increments X[xi], Y [yj] and Z[zl] are respectively intro-
duced as X[xi] ≡ X(xi, yj, zl) – X(xi–, yj, zl), Y [yj] ≡ Y (xi, yj, zl) – Y (xi, yj–, zl) and
Z[zl]≡ Z(xi, yj, zl) –Z(xi, yj, zl–). The conventional triple integral demands triple lim-
its at inﬁnities n → ∞ and k → ∞ and m → ∞ of triple independent sums i = , , . . . ,n
and j = , , . . . ,k and l = , , . . . ,m of rectangularly divided volumes [, ]. We name this
conventional triple integral as the rectangular integral for later discussion. In the diver-
gence theoremof the conventional rectangular integral as shown in (.), the inner product























explicitly appears as an integrand shown in (.).
Meanwhile, the total diﬀerential is widely used even in the exterior derivative []. How-
ever, it is not known how to derive the divergence theorem (.) by substituting the total
diﬀerentials into an integral formula based on the conventional rectangular triple integral
method. Replacing the integrand from a scalar function to a tensor function, we may de-
rive the divergence theorem by substituting the total diﬀerentials into an integral formula.
It depends how we deﬁne a new kind of triple integral. We may introduce a new kind of
the triangular triple integral by the following two properties:
. replacing a cuboid (a rectangular solid) by a tetrahedron (a triangular pyramid);
. replacing triple limits of independent triple sums by a single limit of dependent triple
sums.
We name our new method as a triangular integral in contrast with the conventional rect-
angular integral. Our new method of a triangular double integral was proposed in the
previous paper [], where a rectangle is replaced by a triangle as a ﬁnite area element. Our
new method of a triangular double integral is extended to triangular triple and quadruple
integrals in this paper. Our triangular triple integral is possible to be formulated in the
method of a single limit of triple sums. As the curl theorem was discussed by our new
method of an integral in the previous paper [], the divergence theorem is discussed by
our new method of an integral in this paper.
The idea of a triangular element was already introduced in the ﬁnite elementmethod [].
However, the triangle is the fundamental element of an integral in our triangular integral
theory.
First of all, a triangular integral on the D plane is brieﬂy reviewed for simplicity. The
total increments (.) are substituted into (.) to derive (.). Combining (.) with
the antisymmetric ﬁnite line element vector (lμ)k in (.), we obtain (.). In the case
of A = B in (.), it is reduced to be the divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the
D plane (.).
Next, a triangular integral is applied in the D space, where a cuboid (a rectangular
solid) is replaced by a tetrahedron (a triangular pyramid) as the ﬁnite volume element.
Our triangular triple integral only demands a single limit n → ∞ of triple dependent
sums i = , , . . . , j and j,h = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n for tetrahedrally divided volumes in
(.). We show an example in the case of a sphere. The surface area of the sphere is cal-
culated by the limit at inﬁnity n→ ∞ of the ﬁnite elementmethod based on our triangular
integral. Approximate values and their graph by this ﬁnite element method are shown in
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the case of the sphere. The divergence theorem of a triangular integral in the D space
(.) is derived by calculating double dependent sums (.). Total increments (.)
and (.) are substituted into (.) to derive (.) as the ﬁrst term of (.). In the
similar manner, (.) is also derived as the second term of (.). Combining (.)
with the upper-right ﬁnite area element vector (σμ)j,k in (.) and combining (.)
with the lower-left ﬁnite area element vector (σμ)k,j in (.), we obtain (.). In the
case of a closed D surface (.), i.e., (.), it is reduced to be the main theorem (.)
by the limit at inﬁnity n → ∞. However, the antisymmetric symbol is demanded to de-
rive the inner product of the nabla and a vector (.) from the divergence theorem (.)
based on our new method of a triangular integral, since it only implicitly appears as an
integrand.
Finally, our method of a triangular integral is extended in the D time-space. It is appar-
ent that the quadruple integral is necessary for the variational principle in the D time-
space in physics. As the curl theorem in the D time-space based on our triangular integral
was derived in the previous paper [], the divergence theorem of a triangular integral in
the D time-space (.) is also derived in this paper.
This paper is structured as follows. Section  is the preparatory part, Section  is the
main part and Section  is the additional part of this paper. In Section , we brieﬂy derive
the divergence theorem on the D plane. In Section , we develop a theory of a scalar
triple product integral by a single limit of triple sums of tetrahedrally divided volumes and
derive the divergence theorem in the D space. In Section , we formulate a theory of an
antisymmetric quadruple integral by a single limit of quadruple sums of hyper-triangularly
divided hyper-volumes and derive the divergence theorem in the D time-space.
2 Integral on the 2D plane
The divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the D plane in component repre-
sentation is shown in Section . and that in tensor representation is shown in Sec-
tion ..
Let f (x, y) =  be a piecewise smooth curve of the equation on the xy-plane, expressed
in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) ∈ R. Assume there are two ﬁxed points of A(xA, yA)
and B(xB, yB). Suppose there is a sequence of points {Pk(xk , yk)|k = , , , . . . ,n} on f (x, y) =
, where the initial and the terminal points are respectively P(x, y) = A(xA, yA) and
Pn(xn, yn) = B(xB, yB).
2.1 The divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the 2D plane in
component representation
For a triangular double integral, the increments of xk and yk for k = , , . . . ,n are denoted
as follows:
xk ≡ xk – xk–, (.)
yk ≡ yk – yk–. (.)
Assume there are two partially diﬀerentiable functions X = X(x, y) and Y = Y (x, y) of the
two variables x and y on the Cartesian coordinates of the D plane. Suppose there is a
set of sequences {(Xk ,Yk)|k = , , , . . . ,n}. The total increments of Xj for j = , , . . . ,k are
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denoted as
Xj ≡ Xj –Xj–
= X(xj, yj) –X(xj–, yj–). (.)
Furthermore, the increments of xj and yj for j = , , . . . ,k are denoted as follows:
xj ≡ xj – xj–, (.)
yj ≡ yj – yj–. (.)
The partial increments of Xj for j = , , . . . ,k are denoted as
X[xj] = X(xj, yj) –X(xj–, yj), (.)
X[yj] = X(xj–, yj) –X(xj–, yj–). (.)
Lemma  Let X = X(x, y) be a partially diﬀerentiable function with respect to x and y. The
following holds:












for k = , , . . . ,n.
Proof Using (.), Xk for k = , , . . . ,n is disintegrated into




Using (.) and (.), Xj in (.) is modiﬁed to be







Substituting (.) into (.), we obtain (.). Q.E.D.
Lemma  Let Y = Y (x, y) be a partially diﬀerentiable function with respect to x and y. The
following holds:












for k = , , . . . ,n.
Proof In the similar manner, we obtain (.). Q.E.D.
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Deﬁnition  Asingle integral on the Dplane in component representation ∫ [A,B]f (x,y)=(X dy–








(Xkyk – Ykxk), (.)
where (xA, yA) = (x, y) and (xB, yB) = (xn, yn).
Our triangular double integral and the divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the
D plane in component representation are shown as follows.
Deﬁnition  A triangular double integral, integrands of which are partial diﬀerentials




























































where (xA, yA) = (x, y) and (xB, yB) = (xn, yn).
Theorem  Assume ∂D is a piecewise smooth curve of the equation f (x, y) =  on the xy-
plane, expressed in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) ∈R.Assume D is the region inside and
on ∂D. Let X = X(x, y) and Y = Y (x, y) be partially diﬀerentiable functions with respect to
x and y in D. In the case of a closed integral path, i.e., A(xA, yA) = B(xB, yB), the divergence
theorem of a triangular integral on the D plane holds:
∮
∂D







′ dy + ∂X
′
∂y′ dy
′ dy – ∂Y
′
∂x′ dx



































+X(yn – y) – Y(xn – x). (.)
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The limit of (.) at inﬁnity n→ ∞ is expressed as
∫ [A,B]
f (x,y)=






















+XA(yB – yA) – YA(xB – xA) (.)
by Deﬁnitions  and , where XA = X(xA, yA) and YA = Y (xA, yA). In the case of
XA(yB – yA) – YA(xB – xA) = , (.)
(.) is reduced to be (.). The coincidence of the initial and the terminal points, i.e.,
A = B satisﬁes this condition (.). Q.E.D.
Since the inner product of the nabla and a vector does not explicitly appear inTheorem ,
the corollary shown below is necessary to be derived. Inﬁnitesimal area element dσ is
introduced as dσ = –  (dxdy′ – dydx′).
Corollary  In the case of
∮
∂D
(X dy – Y dx) =
∫∫
D
ρ dσ , (.)




∂y = ρ. (.)






′ dy + ∂X
′
∂y′ dy
′ dy – ∂Y
′
∂x′ dx



































Combining (.) with (.), they are reduced to be (.). Q.E.D.









However, (.) does not hold as an integrand in our triangular integral.
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2.2 The divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the 2D plane in tensor
representation
Before expressing the following formulae in tensor representation, the antisymmetric
symbol on the D plane is introduced as
εαβ = εαβ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
+ for ε = ε,
– for ε = ε,
 otherwise.
(.)
On the D plane, εαμεαβ = δβμ holds for β ,μ = , , where the index is summed over α = , .

εαβε
αβ =  also holds, where the indices are summed over α,β = , .















Using the antisymmetric symbol shown in (.), the antisymmetric ﬁnite line element








for μ = ,  and k = , , . . . ,n, where (–––––→PkPk–)α is α-component of –––––→PkPk–, and the index
is summed over α = , . We denote X = X and X = Y in the following. Assume there
are two partially diﬀerentiable functions Xμ = Xμ(xβ ) of two variables xβ for β ,μ = ,  on
the Cartesian coordinates of the D plane. The total increments of (Xμ)j for μ = ,  and














= Xμ(xj, yj) –Xμ(xj–, yj–). (.)














The partial increments of (Xμ)j for μ = ,  and j = , , . . . ,k are denoted as
Xμ[xj]≡ Xμ(xj, yj) –Xμ(xj–, yj), (.)
Xμ[yj]≡ Xμ(xj–, yj) –Xμ(xj–, yj–). (.)
Lemma Let Xμ = Xμ(xβ ) be partially diﬀerentiable functions with respect to xβ for β ,μ =


















for μ = ,  and k = , , . . . ,n, where the index is summed over β = , .
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where the index is summed over β = , . Substituting (.) into (.), we obtain (.).
Q.E.D.
Deﬁnition  A single integral on the D plane in tensor representation ∫ [A,B]f (x,y)=Xμ dlμ is
deﬁned in the case of a piecewise smooth curve of the equation f (x, y) =  by the formula
∫ [A,B]
f (x,y)=







where (xA, yA) = (x, y) and (xB, yB) = (xn, yn) and the index is summed over μ = , .
Our triangular double integral and the divergence theorem of a triangular integral on the
D plane in tensor representation are shown as follows.
Deﬁnition  A triangular double integral, integrands of which are partial diﬀerentials





′β dlμ, is deﬁned in the case of a

















where (xA, yA) = (x, y) and (xB, yB) = (xn, yn) and the indices are summed over β ,μ = , .
Theorem  Assume ∂D is a piecewise smooth curve of the equation f (x, y) =  on the xy-
plane, expressed in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) ∈ R. Assume D is the region inside
and on ∂D. Let X = X = X(x, y) and X = Y = Y (x, y) be partially diﬀerentiable functions
with respect to x = x and x = y in D. In the case of a closed integral path, i.e., A(xA, yA) =









where dlμ = –εαμ dxα and the indices are summed over α,β ,μ = , .
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Proof Combining (.) with the antisymmetric ﬁnite line element vector (lμ)k =















































by Deﬁnitions  and , where (xα) = xα(A), (xα)n = xα(B), (Xμ) = Xμ(A) and the indices






where the indices are summed over α,μ = , , (.) is reduced to be (.). The coinci-
dence of the initial and the terminal points, i.e., A = B satisﬁes the condition (.). Q.E.D.
Inﬁnitesimal area element dσ is introduced as dσ =  dx′β dlβ , where the index is
summed over β = , .





ρ dσ , (.)
where ρ = ρ(x, y) is a given function and the index is summed over μ = , , the following
holds:
∂Xμ
∂xμ = ρ. (.)










α dx′β , (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,μ = , . In order to hold (.) for any value of





for α,β = , , where the index is summed over μ = , . Multiplying εαβ to the both sides
of the formula (.), it is reduced to be the diﬀerential equation (.). Q.E.D.
Remark X ′μ and x′μ are respectively replaced by Xμ and xμ in the case they are explicit
diﬀerential forms, but not as integrand.
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3 Integral in the 3D space
As the curl theorem in the D space was derived in the previous paper [], the divergence
theorem of a triangular integral in the D space is derived in this paper.
Let g(x, y, z) =  be a piecewise smooth surface of the equation in the xyz-space, ex-
pressed in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ R. Suppose there are two kinds of double
sequences of points {Pj,k} and {Pk,j} for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n on g(x, y, z) = .
The surface area of the sphere is approximated as a ﬁnite number of pieces of the plane.
Dividing these pieces of plane by upper-right part and lower-left one, wemay express them
as the two kinds of double sums of areas. Each piece of the plane is an isosceles trapezium.
It is divided into two triangles, upper-right and lower-left ones.
3.1 Two kinds of ﬁnite area element vectors in the 3D space in component
representation
. The upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k .
Let the coordinates of O, Pj,k , Pj–,k , Pj–,k– and Pj,k– respectively be (, , ), (xj,k , yj,k ,
zj,k), (xj–,k , yj–,k , zj–,k), (xj–,k–, yj–,k–, zj–,k–) and (xj,k–, yj,k–, zj,k–) for j = , , . . . ,k and
k = , , . . . ,n. An upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k for j = , , . . . ,k and k =





















––––––––→Pj,kPj–,k– × ––––––→Pj,kPj,k– (.)
as shown in Figures  and .
. The lower-left ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σk,j.
Let the coordinates of O, Pk,j, Pk–,j, Pk–,j– and Pk,j– respectively be (, , ), (xk,j, yk,j,
zk,j), (xk–,j, yk–,j, zk–,j), (xk–,j–, yk–,j–, zk–,j–) and (xk,j–, yk,j–, zk,j–) for j = , , . . . ,k and
k = , , . . . ,n. A lower-left ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σk,j for j = , , . . . ,k and k =





















––––––––→Pk,jPk–,j– × ––––––→Pk,jPk,j– (.)









j σk,j are shown in the follow-
ing.
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Figure 1 An upper-right piece of a divided area
–––––––→
2σj,k . An upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––––→
2σj,k







for j = 1, 2, . . . , k and k = 1, 2, . . . ,n.
. The upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k .
(a) Component representation of
––––→
j σj,k .––––→






















yj,k(zj–,k – zj–,k–) + yj–,k–(zj,k – zj–,k) – yj–,k(zj,k – zj–,k–)
zj,k(xj–,k – xj–,k–) + zj–,k–(xj,k – xj–,k) – zj–,k(xj,k – xj–,k–)
xj,k(yj–,k – yj–,k–) + xj–,k–(yj,k – yj–,k) – xj–,k(yj,k – yj–,k–)
⎞
⎟⎠ . (.)
Denoting x = x, x = y and x = z, we introduce j(xμ)j,k and k(xμ)j–,k for μ = , ,  and
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Pj,k Pj–1,k–1 × ––––––––→Pj,k Pj,k–1














The concrete forms of jxj,k , jyj,k , jzj,k , kxj–,k , kyj–,k and kzj–,k are respectively
shown in (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) in the case of the sphere. Substi-
tuting (.) and (.) into (.), we modify the x-component of
––––→
j σj,k for j = , , . . . ,k and












(yj,k – yj–,k)kzj–,k – (yj–,k – yj–,k–)jzj,k
]
= (jyj,kkzj–,k –jzj,kkyj–,k). (.)
In the similar manner, we respectively modify the y- and the z-components of (.) for












(b) Component representation of
––––→
kσj,k .
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Figure 3 A lower-left piece of a divided area
–––––––→
2σk,j . A lower-left ﬁnite area element vector
––––––→
2σk,j is







for j = 1, 2, . . . , k and k = 1, 2, . . . ,n.
––––→






















yj,k–(zj,k – zj–,k–) – yj,k(zj,k– – zj–,k–) – yj–,k–(zj,k – zj,k–)
zj,k–(xj,k – xj–,k–) – zj,k(xj,k– – xj–,k–) – zj–,k–(xj,k – xj,k–)
xj,k–(yj,k – yj–,k–) – xj,k(yj,k– – yj–,k–) – xj–,k–(yj,k – yj,k–)
⎞
⎟⎠ . (.)
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Pk,j Pk–1,j–1 × ––––––––→Pk,j Pk,j–1
for j = 1, 2, . . . , k and k = 1, 2, . . . ,n.
The concrete forms of kxj,k , kyj,k , kzj,k , jxj,k–, jyj,k– and jzj,k– are respectively
shown in (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) in the case of the sphere. Substitut-
ing (.) and (.) into (.), we modify the x-component of
––––→
kσj,k for j = , , . . . ,k and












(yj,k– – yj–,k–)kzj,k – (yj,k – yj,k–)jzj,k–
]
= (kzj,kjyj,k– –kyj,kjzj,k–). (.)
In the similar manner, we respectively modify the y- and the z-components of (.) for












. The lower-left ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σk,j.
(a) Component representation of
––––→
kσk,j.
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In the similar manner, we respectively introduce k(xμ)k,j and j(xμ)k–,j for μ = , , 



























The concrete forms of kxk,j, kyk,j, kzk,j, jxk–,j, jyk–,j and jzk–,j are respectively
shown in (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) in the case of the sphere. Inter-
changing j and k in (.), we immediately obtain (.). In the similar manner, interchang-


















(b) Component representation of
––––→
j σk,j.
In the similar manner, we respectively introduce j(xμ)k,j and k(xμ)k,j– for μ = , , 



























The concrete forms of jxk,j, jyk,j, jzk,j, kxk,j–, kyk,j– and kzk,j– are respectively
shown in (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) in the case of the sphere. Inter-
changing j and k in (.), we immediately obtain (.). In the similar manner, interchang-


















3.2 The sum of surface areas consisting of triangles
Let us divide the area of the D surface of a D solid into n areas, i.e., n-division for longi-
tudinal direction and n-division for latitudinal direction. The longitudinal and latitudinal
directions of the surface are divided by the same number n for a single limit. The sum of
divided areas is expressed as Sn . It is separated into two parts, one is the upper-right part
and the other is the lower-left part. The diagonal components are subtracted from the sum
of the upper-right and the lower-left parts since they are overlapped.
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where the upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k and the lower-left one
––––→
σk,j are
divided areas of the D surface and –→nj,k and –→nk,j are corresponding unit normal vectors of
respective divided areas.
Proof Sn is introduced as
Sn = –→n, ·
––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
––––→





σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→





σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→






σn, + –→nn, ·
–––––→
σn, + –→nn, ·
–––––→
σn, + · · · + ––→nn,n ·
–––––→
σn,n. (.)
As shown in Figures  and , the upper-right components of Sn in (.), including the










σ, + –→n, ·
––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
––––→





σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→





σ, + · · · + –→n,n ·
–––––→
σ,n




As shown in Figures  and , the lower-left components of Sn in (.), including the


















σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→
σ, + –→n, ·
–––––→
σ,
... . . .
+ –→nn, ·
––––→
σn, + –→nn, ·
–––––→
σn, + –→nn, ·
–––––→
σn, + · · · + ––→nn,n ·
–––––→
σn,n. (.)
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Figure 5 The upper-right pieces of a divided area on the surface of the sphere. The sum of the





































Combining (.) with (.) and subtracting the diagonal components, we obtain
(.). Q.E.D.











(–→nj,k · ––––→σj,k + –→nk,j · ––––→σk,j) (.)
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Figure 6 Expanded form of the upper-right pieces of a divided area. This is an expanded form of the
upper-right piece of a divided area of the surface of the sphere shown in Figure 5.







σk,k = , (.)
where the upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k and the lower-left one
––––→
σk,j are
divided areas of the D surface and –→nj,k and –→nk,j are corresponding unit normal vectors of
respective divided areas.
Proof Substituting (.) into (.), we obtain a formula of the total area S as (.) under
the condition of (.). Q.E.D.
3.3 Surface area of the sphere
The Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are transformed into the spherical coordinates (ϕ, θ , r)
as
x = r sin θ cosϕ, (.)
y = r sin θ sinϕ, (.)
z = r cos θ . (.)
The simple case of a sphere is considered, for example, r = a, where a = constant. A kind
of spherical sequence is introduced in order to sweep all the surfaces of the sphere. The
following two sets of notations, (θj,ϕk) for the upper-right ﬁnite area element vector and
(θk ,ϕj) for the lower-left one are introduced here.
. The upper-right ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σj,k , expressed in terms of (θj,ϕk) for
j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n.
The normal vector is a unit vector –→nj,k , the direction of which is the same as that from
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Figure 7 The lower-left pieces of a divided area on the surface of the sphere. The sum of the lower-left




































2σn,3 + · · · + ––→nn,n ·
–––––––→
2σn,n .
for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n, as shown in Figure . In the case of ‖–––→OPj,k‖ = a, –→nj,k
















for μ = , ,  and j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n. The Cartesian coordinates of the
upper-right ﬁnite area element vector (θj,ϕk) for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n are
written as
xj,k = a sin θj cosϕk , (.)
yj,k = a sin θj sinϕk , (.)
zj,k = a cos θj. (.)
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Figure 8 Expanded form of the lower-left pieces of a divided area. This is an expanded form of the
lower-left piece of a divided area of the surface of the sphere shown in Figure 7.
(a) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
jxj,k = a(sin θj – sin θj–) cosϕk , (.)
jyj,k = a(sin θj – sin θj–) sinϕk , (.)
jzj,k = a(cos θj – cos θj–). (.)
(b) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
kxj–,k = a sin θj–(cosϕk – cosϕk–), (.)
kyj–,k = a sin θj–(sinϕk – sinϕk–), (.)
kzj–,k = . (.)
(c) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
kxj,k = a sin θj(cosϕk – cosϕk–), (.)
kyj,k = a sin θj(sinϕk – sinϕk–), (.)
kzj,k = . (.)
(d) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
jxj,k– = a(sin θj – sin θj–) cosϕk–, (.)
jyj,k– = a(sin θj – sin θj–) sinϕk–, (.)
jzj,k– = a(cos θj – cos θj–). (.)
. The lower-left ﬁnite area element vector
––––→
σk,j, expressed in terms of (θk ,ϕj) for j =
, , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n.
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The normal vector is a unit vector –→nk,j, the direction of which is the same as that from





for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n, as shown in Figure . In the case of ‖–––→OPk,j‖ = a, –→nk,j
















for μ = , ,  and j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n. The Cartesian coordinates of the
lower-left ﬁnite area element vectors (θk ,ϕj) for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n are
written as
xk,j = a sin θk cosϕj, (.)
yk,j = a sin θk sinϕj, (.)
zk,j = a cos θk . (.)
(a) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
kxk,j = a(sin θk – sin θk–) cosϕj, (.)
kyk,j = a(sin θk – sin θk–) sinϕj, (.)
kzk,j = a(cos θk – cos θk–). (.)
(b) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
jxk–,j = a sin θk–(cosϕj – cosϕj–), (.)
jyk–,j = a sin θk–(sinϕj – sinϕj–), (.)
jzk–,j = . (.)
(c) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
jxk,j = a sin θk(cosϕj – cosϕj–), (.)
jyk,j = a sin θk(sinϕj – sinϕj–), (.)
jzk,j = . (.)
(d) Applying (.), (.) and (.) to (.) for μ = , , , respectively, we obtain
kxk,j– = a(sin θk – sin θk–) cosϕj–, (.)
kyk,j– = a(sin θk – sin θk–) sinϕj–, (.)
kzk,j– = a(cos θk – cos θk–). (.)
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Example  The domain of θ is ≤ θ ≤ π and that of ϕ is ≤ ϕ ≤ π . The surface area of
the sphere is divided into two parts as follows.







for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n, as shown in Figure . The concrete increments are
shown in the ﬁrst part of Appendix A. Using (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.),














The calculations in detail are shown in the ﬁrst part of Appendix B in the case of b = .







for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n, as shown in Figure . The concrete increments are
shown in the second part of Appendix A. Using (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and














The calculations in detail are shown in the second part of Appendix B in the case of b = .







(–→nj,k · ––––→σj,k + –→nk,j · ––––→σk,j)
= πa. (.)
We thus obtained the value of the surface area of the sphere by calculating it as the sum
of triangles. This calculation is the limit at inﬁnity n → ∞ of the ﬁnite element method.
Using formula manipulation software, the approximate values according to the ﬁnite ele-
ment method are calculated in Table  and their graph is plotted in Figure .
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4 8.53551 . . . 1.70709 . . . 6.82842 . . .
8 12.24348 . . . 1.36038 . . . 10.88310 . . .
16 12.88623 . . . 0.75801 . . . 12.12819 . . .
32 12.84477 . . . 0.38922 . . . 12.45552 . . .
64 12.73995 . . . 0.19590 . . . 12.54405 . . .
128 12.65754 . . . 0.09810 . . . 12.55941 . . .
256 12.61371 . . . 0.04908 . . . 12.56463 . . .
512 12.59052 . . . 0.02454 . . . 12.56598 . . .





∞ 12.56637 . . . 0 12.56637 . . .
Figure 9 Convergence of the two kinds of approximate values of the surface areas of the sphere. Let
























2σk,j are divided areas of the 2D surface and
–→nj,k

















coincides with Sn2 at inﬁnity n→ ∞.
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3.4 Two kinds of ﬁnite area element vectors in the 3D space in tensor
representation
Before expressing the following formulae in tensor representation, the antisymmetric
symbol in the D space is introduced as
εαβγ = εαβγ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
+ for even permutation of {, , },
– for odd permutation of {, , },
 otherwise.
(.)
In the D space, εαβμεαβγ = δ
γ
μ holds for γ ,μ = , , , where the indices are summed over
α,β = , , . !εαβγ εαβγ =  also holds, where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , .
. The upper-right ﬁnite area element vector (σμ)j,k ≡ (
––––→
σj,k)μ for μ = , ,  and




















j σj,k)μ and (
––––→







kσj,k . Using the antisymmetric symbol shown in (.), (.) and (.) for μ = , , 













where the indices are summedoverα,β = , , .Here, (
––––→
j σj,k)μ and (
––––→
kσj,k)μ forμ = , , 



























where the indices are summed over α,β = , , . Substituting (.) and (.) into (.)



























where the indices are summed over α,β = , , .
. The lower-left ﬁnite area element vector (σμ)k,j ≡ (
––––→
σk,j)μ for μ = , ,  and j =





























j σk,j. Using the antisymmetric symbol shown in (.), (.) and (.) for μ = , , 
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j σk,j)μ forμ = , , 



























where the indices are summed over α,β = , , . Substituting (.) and (.) into (.)



























where the indices are summed over α,β = , , .
3.5 The divergence theorem of a triangular integral in the 3D space
In the following subsection, we prepare deﬁnitions and notations for extending Theo-
rem  and Corollary  in the D space. Assume there are three functions X = X(x, y, z),
Y = Y (x, y, z) and Z = Z(x, y, z) of the three variables x, y and z in the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the D space. Suppose there are two sets of double dependent sequences (.)
and (.) as follows. Denoting X = X, X = Y and X = Z, the two sets of integrand











k,j = (Xk,j,Yk,j,Zk,j). (.)
For integrand vectors ––→Wj,k = (Xj,k ,Yj,k ,Zj,k) and ––→Wk,j = (Xk,j,Yk,j,Zk,j), we introduce the fol-





























where the index is summed overμ = , , . In order to proveTheorem, (Xμ)j,k and (Xμ)k,j
are respectively modiﬁed in Lemmata  and .
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= Xμ(xi,, yi,, zi,) –Xμ(xi–,, yi–,, zi–,). (.)














The partial increments of (Xμ)i, for μ = , ,  and i = , , . . . , j are denoted as
Xμ[ixi,]≡ Xμ(xi,, yi,, zi,) –Xμ(xi–,, yi,, zi,), (.)
Xμ[iyi,]≡ Xμ(xi–,, yi,, zi,) –Xμ(xi–,, yi–,, zi,), (.)
Xμ[izi,]≡ Xμ(xi–,, yi–,, zi,) –Xμ(xi–,, yi–,, zi–,). (.)














= Xμ(xj,h, yj,h, zj,h) –Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h–, zj,h–). (.)














The partial increments of (Xμ)j,h for μ = , ,  and j,h = , , . . . ,k are denoted as
Xμ[hxj,h]≡ Xμ(xj,h, yj,h, zj,h) –Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h, zj,h), (.)
Xμ[hyj,h]≡ Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h, zj,h) –Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h–, zj,h), (.)
Xμ[hzj,h]≡ Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h–, zj,h) –Xμ(xj,h–, yj,h–, zj,h–). (.)





























where the index is summed over γ = , , .










































where the index is summed over γ = , , .
















where the index is summed over γ = , , .
Substituting (.) and (.) into (.), we obtain (.). Q.E.D.





























where the index is summed over γ = , , .
Proof In the similar manner as Lemma , we obtain (.). Q.E.D.
Our triangular double and triple integrals and the divergence theorem of a triangular
integral in the D space are shown as follows, whereD is a domain and ∂D is the boundary
of the domain D in the D space.
Deﬁnition  A triangular area double integral in the D space ∫∫
∂D Xμ dσμ is deﬁned as
∫∫
∂D























where the index is summed over μ = , , .











































































where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , .
The following proposition is necessary for the condition (.) of Theorem .



















holds, where the index is summed over μ = , , .
















































































































Theorem shownbelow is the D version of Theorem, since it derives (.) inCorol-
lary . The condition (.) or (.) is the D version of the condition (.) or (.).
Theorem (The divergence theoremof a triangular integral in the D space) AssumeD is
a domain and ∂D is the boundary of the domain in the xyz-space, expressed in theCartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ R. Let X = X = X(x, y, z), X = Y = Y (x, y, z) and X = Z = Z(x, y, z)
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be partially diﬀerentiable functions with respect to x = x, x = y and x = z in D. In the case




dσμ = , (.)









where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , ,  and Cμ are constants.



























































































































where the index is summed over μ = , , . The limit at inﬁnity n → ∞ of (.) under
the condition of a closed surface (.) is expressed as (.) by Deﬁnitions  and .
Q.E.D.
Remark The divergence theorem (.) shown above is not the conventional one (.),
which has been familiar to us for two hundred years. The inner product of the nabla and
a vector (.) is not explicitly shown as an integrand in (.).
Corollary  shown below derived from Theorem  is the D version of Corollary 
derived from Theorem . Inﬁnitesimal volume element dV is introduced as dV =

 dx′′γ dσγ , where the index is summed over γ = , , .
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ρ dV , (.)
where ρ = ρ(x, y, z) is a given function and the index is summed overμ = , , , the following
holds:
∂Xμ
∂xμ = ρ. (.)






















































































































































































× [k(xα)k,jj(xβ)k–,j +j(xβ)k,jk(xα)k,j–], (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ ,μ = , , . In order to hold (.) for any value
of integral variables, the following four kinds of formulae in two categories are demanded.



















for α,β ,γ = , , , where the index is summed over μ = , , .

















for α,β ,γ = , , , where the index is summed over μ = , , .
Multiplying εαβγ to the both sides of the four kinds of formulae (.), (.), (.)
and (.), they are reduced to be the diﬀerential equation (.). Q.E.D.
Remark We ﬁnally obtained the inner product of the nabla and a vector (.) by using
the antisymmetric symbol, which has explicitly appeared in the conventional divergence
theorem (.) as the integrand.
Example  (A spherical example of the divergence theorem of a triangular integral in
the D space) First of all, we see an example which satisﬁes the condition (.) of the













































We consider the case of Xμ = xμ. Using (A.) and (A.) or (A.) and (A.), we obtain
X, = Y, = . Thus, the condition (.) of the divergence theorem of a triangular inte-
















Using (A.) or (A.), we obtain Z, = a . In the case of the sphere, (.) is satisﬁed. The
details are shown in Appendix C. It is concluded that we are able to apply Theorem  for
this integrand –→W = ba–→r and the region of the sphere x + y + z = ( ba ).
Next, the left-hand side of (.) is calculated as follows. Calculations in detail are
shown in Appendix B in the case of b = a. The each value of the ﬁrst term of the left-































































































where the index is summed over μ = , , .
Finally, the right-hand side of (.) is calculated as follows. The ﬁrst term of the right-
































































where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , . The value of each term of the right-hand
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Substituting (.), (.) and (.) into the right-hand side of (.), the value of the




































where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , . The second term of the right-hand side
































































where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , . The value of each term of the right-hand











































Substituting (.), (.) and (.) into the right-hand side of (.), the value of the
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where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , . Using (.) in Deﬁnition , the sum of









where the indices are summed over γ ,μ = , , . For the example of the volume of the
sphere, the values of both sides of (.) are calculated to be (.) and (.).
4 Integral in the 4D time-space
The quadruple integral is demanded to derive the fundamental equations of the relativis-
tic theories from the variational principle in physics. As the curl theorem of a triangular
integral in the D time-spacewas derived in the previous paper [], the divergence theorem
of a triangular integral in the D time-space is derived in this paper. In the D space, the
surface area is divided into ( – )! =  parts and each trapezium is divided into  –  = 
triangles. In the D time-space, the hyper-surface area is divided into (–)! =  parts and
each hyper-trapezium is divided into  –  =  tetrahedra.
Let h(t,x, y, z) =  be a piecewise smooth hyper-surface of the equation in the txyz-time-
space, expressed in the Cartesian coordinates (t,x, y, z) ∈ R. Suppose there are ( – )! =
 kinds of triple sequences of points {Pj,k,l}, {Pj,l,k}, {Pl,j,k}, {Pl,k,j}, {Pk,l,j} and {Pk,j,l} for
l = , , , . . . , j and j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n on h(t,x, y, z) = . In the previous




σk,j in the D space
are respectively introduced as (.) and (.). In this section, we introduce ( – )! = 













Vk,j,l in the D time-space.
4.1 Six kinds of ﬁnite hyper-surface element vectors in the 4D time-space
In the following, the Cartesian coordinates are denoted as x = t, x = x, x = y and x = z.
Before expressing the following formulae in tensor representation, the antisymmetric
symbol in the D time-space is introduced as
εαβγ δ = εαβγ δ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
+ for even permutation of {, , , },
– for odd permutation of {, , , },
 otherwise.
(.)
In the D time-space, !εαβγμεαβγ δ = δδμ holds for δ,μ = , , , , where the indices are
summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
. The ﬁrst ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)j,k,l ≡ (
–––––→
Vj,k,l)μ for μ = , , , 










































l Vj,k,l)μ for μ =
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––––––––––→Pj,k,lPj–,k,l–)α(––––––––––––→Pj,k,lPj–,k–,l–)β (––––––––→Pj,k,lPj,k,l–)γ , (.)









































for α,β ,γ ,μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n, we may modify
each factor of (.) as follows:

























































Substituting (.), (.) and (.) in (.) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j =





















× [j(xγ )j,k,l +k(xγ )j–,k,l +l(xγ )j–,k–,l], (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
(b) In the similar manner, (.) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and





















× [k(xα)j,k,l +l(xα)j,k–,l +j(xα)j,k–,l–], (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
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(c) In the similar manner, (.) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and





















× [l(xβ)j,k,l +j(xβ)j,k,l– +k(xβ)j–,k,l–], (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
Substituting (.), (.) and (.) into (.) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j =


























































× [l(xβ)j,k,l +j(xβ)j,k,l– +k(xβ)j–,k,l–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
In the similar manner, we calculate the case of (j, l,k), (k, j, l), (k, l, j), (l,k, j) and (l, j,k) as
follows.
. The second ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)j,l,k ≡ (
–––––→
Vj,l,k)μ for μ =


























































× [k(xβ)j,l,k +j(xβ)j,l,k– +l(xβ)j–,l,k–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
. The third ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)l,j,k ≡ (
–––––→
Vl,j,k)μ for μ = , , , 









































× [j(xα)l,j,k +k(xα)l,j–,k +l(xα)l,j–,k–]


















× [k(xβ)l,j,k +l(xβ)l,j,k– +j(xβ)l–,j,k–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
. The fourth ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)l,k,j ≡ (
–––––→
Vl,k,j)μ forμ = , , , 


























































× [j(xβ)l,k,j +l(xβ)l,k,j– +k(xβ)l–,k,j–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
. The ﬁfth ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)k,l,j ≡ (
–––––→
Vk,l,j)μ for μ = , , , 


























































× [j(xβ)k,l,j +k(xβ)k,l,j– +l(xβ)k–,l,j–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
. The sixth ﬁnite hyper-surface element vector (Vμ)k,j,l ≡ (
–––––→
Vk,j,l)μ for μ = , , , 


























































× [l(xβ)k,j,l +k(xβ)k,j,l– +j(xβ)k–,j,l–]}, (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ = , , , .
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(––→nj,k,l · –––––→Vj,k,l + ––→nj,l,k · –––––→Vj,l,k + ––→nl,j,k · –––––→Vl,j,k
+ ––→nl,k,j ·
–––––→
Vl,k,j + ––→nk,l,j ·
–––––→

























Vk,j,l are the ﬁnite hyper-surface
elements and ––→nj,l,k , ––→nj,l,k , ––→nl,j,k , ––→nl,k,j, ––→nk,l,j and ––→nk,j,l are corresponding unit normal vectors of
respective ﬁnite hyper-surface elements.
4.2 The divergence theorem of a triangular integral in the 4D time-space
In the following subsection, we prepare deﬁnitions and notations for extending Theorem 
and Corollary  in the D time-space. Assume there are four functions T = T(t,x, y, z),
X = X(t,x, y, z), Y = Y (t,x, y, z) and Z = Z(t,x, y, z) of the four variables t, x, y and z in the
Cartesian coordinates of the D time-space. Suppose there are ( – )! =  sets of triple
dependent sequences (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) as follows. Denoting
X = T , X = X, X = Y and X = Z, the ( – )! =  kinds of integrand vectors –––→Wj,k,l , –––→Wj,l,k ,–––→Wl,j,k , –––→Wl,k,j, –––→Wk,l,j and –––→Wk,j,l for μ = , , ,  and l = , , , . . . , j and j = , , , . . . ,k and






























k,j,l = (Tk,j,l,Xk,j,l,Yk,j,l,Zk,j,l). (.)
Replacing a normal vector –→n in the D time-space by a general vector –→W = (Xμ) =
(X,X,X,X) = (T ,X,Y ,Z) in the D time-space, where Xμ = Xμ(xα), we introduce the














































































where the index is summed over μ = , , , . In order to prove Theorem , (Xμ)j,k,l ,
(Xμ)j,l,k , (Xμ)l,j,k , (Xμ)l,k,j, (Xμ)k,l,j and (Xμ)k,j,l are respectively modiﬁed in Lemmata , ,
, ,  and .














= Xμ(t,,m,x,,m, y,,m, z,,m)
–Xμ(t,,m–,x,,m–, y,,m–, z,,m–). (.)



















[mt,,m]≡ Xμ(t,,m,x,,m, y,,m, z,,m)





[mx,,m]≡ Xμ(t,,m–,x,,m, y,,m, z,,m)





[my,,m]≡ Xμ(t,,m–,x,,m–, y,,m, z,,m)





[mz,,m]≡ Xμ(t,,m–,x,,m–, y,,m–, z,,m)
–Xμ(t,,m–,x,,m–, y,,m–, z,,m–). (.)














= Xμ(ti,,l,xi,,l, yi,,l, zi,,l) –Xμ(ti–,,l,xi–,,l, yi–,,l, zi–,,l). (.)
























[ixi,,l]≡ Xμ(ti–,,l,xi,,l, yi,,l, zi,,l) –Xμ(ti–,,l,xi–,,l, yi,,l, zi,,l), (.)






[iyi,,l]≡ Xμ(ti–,,l,xi–,,l, yi,,l, zi,,l)





[izi,,l]≡ Xμ(ti–,,l,xi–,,l, yi–,,l, zi,,l)
–Xμ(ti–,,l,xi–,,l, yi–,,l, zi–,,l). (.)















= Xμ(tj,h,l,xj,h,l, yj,h,l, zj,h,l) –Xμ(tj,h–,l,xj,h–,l, yj,h–,l, zj,h–,l). (.)































[hyj,h,l]≡ Xμ(tj,h–,l,xj,h–,l, yj,h,l, zj,h,l)





[hzj,h,l]≡ Xμ(tj,h–,l,xj,h–,l, yj,h–,l, zj,h,l)
–Xμ(tj,h–,l,xj,h–,l, yj,h–,l, zj,h–,l). (.)
Lemma  In the case of (j,k, l) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and k =






































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
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Proof Using (.), (.) and (.), (Xμ)j,k,l for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j =






























. Substituting (.), (.), (.) and (.) into (.) for μ = , , ,  and m =































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
. Substituting (.), (.), (.) and (.) into (.) for μ = , , ,  and i, l =































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
. Substituting (.), (.), (.) and (.) into (.) for μ = , , ,  and l =































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
Substituting (.), (.) and (.) into (.), we obtain (.). Q.E.D.
In the similar manner, we obtain the cases of (j, l,k), (l, j,k), (l,k, j), (k.l, j) and (k, j, l) as
follows.
Lemma  In the case of (j, l,k) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and k =








































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
Lemma  In the case of (l, j,k) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and k =






































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
Lemma  In the case of (l,k, j) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and k =






































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
Lemma  In the case of (k, l, j) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and






































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
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Lemma  In the case of (k, j, l) for μ = , , ,  and l = , , . . . , j and j = , , . . . ,k and






































where the index is summed over δ = , , , .
Our triangular triple and quadruple integrals and the divergence theorem of a triangular
integral in the D time-space are shown as follows, where D is a domain and ∂D is the
boundary of the domain in the D time-space.
































































where the index is summed over μ = , , , .
Deﬁnition  A triangular quadruple integral, integrands of which are partial diﬀerentials





























































































































































































































where the indices are summed over δ,μ = , , , .






































holds, where the index is summed over μ = , , , .
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Theorem  shown below is the D version of Theorems  and . The condition (.) or
(.) is the D version of the condition (.) or (.) on the D plane and the condition
(.) or (.) in the D space.
Theorem  (The divergence theorem of a triangular integral in the D time-space) As-
sumeD is a domain and ∂D is the boundary of the domain in the txyz-time-space, expressed
in the Cartesian coordinates (t,x, y, z) ∈ R. Let X = T = T(t,x, y, z), X = X = X(t,x, y, z),
X = Y = Y (t,x, y, z) and X = Z = Z(t,x, y, z) be partially diﬀerentiable functions with re-
spect to x = t, x = x, x = y and x = z in D. In the case of a closed D hyper-surface which






dVμ = , (.)









where the indices are summed over δ,μ = , , ,  and Cμ are constants.
Proof Substituting (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.) into the right-hand side






















































































































































































































































































































































where the index is summed over μ = , , , . The limit at inﬁnity n→ ∞ of (.) under
the condition of (.) is expressed as (.) by Deﬁnitions  and . Q.E.D.
Corollary  shown below is the D version of Corollary . We only consider the case of
ρ =  for simplicity.
Corollary  In the case of
™
∂D
Xμ dVμ = , (.)
where the index is summed over μ = , , , , the following holds:
∂Xμ
∂xμ = . (.)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































× [l(xβ)k,j,l +k(xβ)k,j,l– +j(xβ)k–,j,l–]}
= , (.)
where the indices are summed over α,β ,γ , δ,μ = , , , . In order to hold (.) for any
value of integral variables, the following ﬁfteen kinds of formulae in three categories are
demanded.


















!εαβγμ =  (.)
for α,β ,γ , δ = , , , , where the index is summed over μ = , , , .












!εαβγμ = , (.)

























!εαβγμ =  (.)
for α,β ,γ , δ = , , , , where the index is summed over μ = , , , .




































!εαβγμ =  (.)
for α,β ,γ , δ = , , , , where the index is summed over μ = , , , .
Multiplying εαβγ δ to the both sides of the ﬁfteen kinds of formulae (.), (.), (.),
(.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), (.) and (.),
they are reduced to be the diﬀerential equation (.). Q.E.D.
5 Conclusion
The conventional multiple rectangular integral is merely the inverse operation of the par-
tial diﬀerential. It is impossible to regard the conventional multiple rectangular integral
as the inverse operation of the total diﬀerential in the derivation of the conventional curl
or divergence theorem. There should be the inverse operation of the total diﬀerential in
this sense. Fortunately, both of the curl and the divergence theorems are derived by sub-
stituting the total diﬀerentials into our new method of a triangular integral. We thus infer
that our new method of a triangular integral must be the inverse operation of the total
diﬀerential.
Appendix A: The concrete forms of increments of the sphere
. The upper-right ﬁnite area element vector σj,k =j σj,k +kσj,k .
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Substituting (.) and (.) into (.), (.) and (.), we respectively obtain























for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n.
(a) The concrete forms of jxj,k , jyj,k and jzj,k in the case of the sphere.










































for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(b) The concrete forms of kxj–,k , kyj–,k and kzj–,k in the case of the sphere.
Applying (A.) and (A.) to (.) and (.), respectively, we obtain
kxj–,k = a sin









π k – n
)]
, (A.)
kyj–,k = a sin









π k – n
)]
(A.)
for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(c) The concrete forms of kxj,k , kyj,k and kzj,k in the case of the sphere.
Applying (A.), (A.) and (A.) to (.), (.) and (.), respectively, we obtain












π k – n
)]
, (A.)












π k – n
)]
(A.)
for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(d) The concrete forms of jxj,k–, jyj,k– and jzj,k– in the case of the sphere.




































π k – n
)
, (A.)

















for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
. The lower-left ﬁnite area element vector σk,j =kσk,j +j σk,j.
Substituting (.) and (.) into (.), (.) and (.), we respectively obtain























for j = , , , . . . ,k and k = , , , . . . ,n.
(a) The concrete forms of kxk,j, kyk,j and kzk,j in the case of the sphere.






















































for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(b) The concrete forms of jxk–,j, jyk–,j and jzk–,j in the case of the sphere.
Applying (A.) and (A.) to (.) and (.), respectively, we obtain












π j – n
)]
, (A.)












π j – n
)]
(A.)
for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(c) The concrete forms of jxk,j, jyk,j and jzk,j in the case of the sphere.
Applying (A.) and (A.) to (.) and (.), respectively, we obtain












π j – n
)]
, (A.)












π j – n
)]
(A.)
for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
(d) The concrete forms of kxk,j–, kyk,j– and kzk,j– in the case of the sphere.

















π j – n
)
, (A.)




































for j = , , . . . ,k and k = , , . . . ,n.
Appendix B: The surface area and the volume of the sphere







(a) In the case of a double increment
––––→
j σj,k .



























































































































































































π k – n
)]
– sin

























(b) In the case of a double increment
––––→
kσj,k .




















































































































































































































































(a) In the case of a double increment
––––→
kσk,j.























































































































































































































(b) In the case of a double increment
––––→
j σk,j.
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π j – n
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Appendix C: The condition of the closed surface of the sphere
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